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This study investigated the perceptions of teachers about the benefits of video 
classes at Osmangazi University Foreign Languages Department (OGU FLD) 
Preparatory School. The study also investigated whether teachers at one level 
perceived the material to be more beneficial than teachers did at another level, how 
teachers thought they used the video materials in video classes, and how teachers 
connected what they were doing in the video classes to the main course.  
The data was collected through a preliminary questionnaire and interviews 
with the teachers. The questionnaire was distributed to fifteen teachers who were 
teaching video classes at the time of the study and it consisted of three parts. The 
questions in the first part asked for background information about the teachers, while 
the questions in the second and third parts requested information about the teachers’ 
current experience and reactions to the video classes. The results of the questionnaire 
were used to select teachers for interviews. Two teachers with differing views from 
each level (elementary, pre-intermediate, and intermediate) were selected. The 
interviews were divided into two main parts, each of which consisted of 10 
questions. The questions in the first part were related to the first and second research 
questions, which were about the perceptions of the teachers in OGU FLD about the 
benefits of video use in the current program and whether teachers at one level, as a 
group, perceived the materials to be more beneficial than teachers at another level. 
The questions in the second part were asked to get information to answer the third 
and fourth research questions which were about how teachers thought they used the 
video materials in video classes and how the teachers connected what they are doing 
in the video classes to the main course. 
The data collected through the questionnaire was recorded in charts for each 
part. The data was then analyzed in order to select the six teachers, attempting to find 
two at each level with differing views. The data collected through the interviews 
were analyzed by categorizing the responses to the interview questions under 
common themes and response patterns. 
The results of the study revealed that all the teachers perceived the video 
classes at OGU FLD to be beneficial for their students in several ways. They 
considered video classes beneficial particularly for the improvement of students’ 
listening, speaking, vocabulary, and grammar skills.  
The results showed that the way the teachers used the video materials was 
quite similar, as the core video material and the supplemental material were guided. 
However, the way the teachers used the movies was completely up to the teachers; 
there were not any suggested procedures in the curriculum. 
The results also showed that the core video material was internally connected 
to the main course book. The supplemental video material was used to compensate 
for missing points in the core material such as particular grammar points. There was 
no connection between the movies and the main course. 
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Change and development are two inevitable processes in education.
Technology, as both a cause and effect of some of these processes, is a significant
part of our daily life in many areas, one of which is the educational environment. A
great deal of educational development has occurred in our century as a result of the
demand for better education and more information. So, many theories have been put
forward and new methods and techniques have followed one another to answer the
demand. This study investigates the perceptions of teachers about a change in video
use in language teaching in a specific education environment.
Background of the Study
An important aspect of development and change is how it is implemented.
For the sake of effective implementation of changes and new developments in
education, teacher perceptions about the use of new pedagogies are needed because
“... understanding of teachers about what determines the success or failure of new
pedagogical ideas and practices is surely a crucial issue, ...” Markee (1997, p. 3).
Vaugh and Punch (as cited in Lee, 2000) list some variables that may affect teachers’
receptivity to a curriculum change. This list includes the variety of beliefs about
general issues of education, overall feelings towards the previous curriculum, fears
and uncertainty with the change, and the practicality of a new system. Kirk and
Macdonald (2001) argue that teacher voice provides a key to understanding the
problems of innovative ideas from conception to implementation. In the conclusion
of their work on two curriculum changes in health and physical education between
21993 and 1998, they suggest that it is important to recognize the appropriate
contributions of teachers as implementers of the changes.
The main aim of this study is to reveal the perceptions of teachers about a
change in an educational environment, specifically concerning video classes at
Osmangazi University Foreign Languages department (OGU FLD). The study also
investigates how the teachers think they implement this specific change. According
to Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991), there is a positive correlation between the extent
of success of a change and how a change is put into practice.
A valuable contribution of technology to language teaching is the video.
Video has taken its place in the language classroom over time; for the last twenty
years, it has become a widely available teaching aid in the language classroom.
(Hoodith, n.d.).
In the context of this study, it is important to consider both the advantages of
video and the role of the teacher in using video in language classrooms. The reason
for the popularity of video in the language classroom is its many advantages for both
students and teachers as listed by Anil (2001). She states that people like to teach and
learn with video because it brings the world into the classroom in the least expensive
way. Further, it is motivating in terms of interesting story lines and characters, it
gives students the opportunity to relate their own lives and experiences to others who
speak the target language, it causes the students to develop cross-cultural awareness,
and lastly, and most importantly, it can be used for any proficiency level. Lonergan
(1984) calls attention to another important point about the advantages of video. By
using video, an instructor can make use of all kinds of visual and paralinguistic
features which are important in communication, such as age, sex, relationships,
3dressing styles, social status, mood, feelings, facial expressions, and gestures.
Tomalin (1986) adds “... video shows acceptable social behavior in action, especially
in the difference between formal and informal behavior and language in English-
speaking countries” (p.7). Abaylı (2001) says that video provides opportunities to
improve different language skills such as listening, speaking, reading, and writing, as
well as sub-skills like grammar and vocabulary. To these advantages, Canning-
Wilson (2000) adds pronunciation, specifically the exposure of learners to stress
patterns. She goes on to say that the use of video instruction helps learners to predict
information, infer ideas, and analyze the world that is brought into the classroom.
Another interesting point is mentioned in an online source: “In this ‘video age’, it
makes sense to incorporate video-based media into teaching so that students can
become more effective and critical viewers. Teachers can help make students’
everyday viewing a learning experience” (http://douglas_macarthur.tripod.com/
videoin.htm). So, effective use of video in language classroom can go beyond
language teaching.
The possibilities for making video usage effective can be examined through
the role of the teacher. It is the teacher’s responsibility to enhance the power of video
films to create a successful learning environment (Lonergan, 1984). Kayaoğlu (1990)
claims that efficient  preparation of the teacher for video classes has great importance
for the success of video because efficient preparation maximizes the participation
and active involvement of the students. According to Anil (2001), another crucial
point is that teachers have to be aware of their learners’ needs, so they can choose
material accordingly. The teacher should also help students focus on content by
giving them a purpose. At the same time, the teacher needs to keep in mind the
4disadvantages and limitations of using video in order to compensate for any possible
problems with carefully designed activities. This will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Because awareness of the advantages of video and the role of the teacher in
video classrooms is so important when considering the implementation of a video
curriculum, learning about teacher feelings and perceptions is necessary for
improvement of video classes and further curriculum development in institutional
programs.
Statement of the problem
Although the importance of using video in language teaching and learning is
known and although the use of it has become more common in the language
classroom, very little research on teaching video has been done so far either on
teaching procedures and techniques or on the impact of using video for language
learning. To be aware of the ways of using video in different language learning  and
teaching environments, more research, more information, and more descriptions are
needed.
At OGU FLD, the course book material was changed completely in the 2001-
2002 academic year, as the previous course  materials, which had been used for the
previous three years, were not considered to be motivating enough for the students.
With the previous course materials, there was no specific video class material
parallel to the course book. So, only three of the instructors taught video classes and
only those three instructors used video. Starting from the year 2001, as video class
materials parallel to the main course book were implemented in the curriculum,
instructors in each class had to teach video classes. As the great majority of the
5instructors in the department were inexperienced with teaching video, it is possible
that this caused different perceptions about the possible benefits of video use.
Another point about the new video materials in the department is that three
different types of video materials were being used. In addition to the main course
book video material, two other sources of video materials were being used. One of
these was original movie videos, and the other was a set of video cassettes parallel to
another course book. So, the study also investigated how teachers were using these
three different sets of materials.
Purpose of the Study
The main purpose of this study was to investigate perceptions of teachers at
Osmangazi University Foreign Languages Department (OGU FLD) about the
benefits of the program’s video classes.
The other aims of this study were to find out whether the perceptions of
teachers about the benefits of video use differed according to the levels of the
students they were teaching and how the teachers thought they were using these
materials in the video classes. So this study attempted to answer the following
research questions:
Research Questions
1. What are the perceptions of the teachers in OGU FLD about the benefits of
video use in the current program?
2. Do teachers at one level, as a group, perceive the materials to be more
beneficial than do teachers at another level?
3. How do teachers think they use the video materials in video classes?
64. How do the teachers connect what they are doing in the video classes to the
main course?
 A final purpose for the study was to contribute information about teachers’
perceptions that might effect successful and/or unsuccessful teaching of video
lessons, and to suggest further studies in this area.
Significance of the Study
It is anticipated that the findings of this study could be valuable for the
department in terms of possible improvements of the video course materials and
instructor training in the department. The results may provide information that could
be used to make necessary changes and/or additions to the video curriculum and
materials in subsequent teaching years.
In the 1980s, the use of video in language classrooms was tentative and
experimental in nature, so failures were inevitable as well as successes (Geddes &
Sturtridge,1982). The use of video in language teaching is no longer experimental in
nature. However, there may still be problems and difficulties involved in using it that
need further research. For better use of technological products, experiences and ideas
should be exchanged, which may produce new discussions and new ideas. This study
may contribute information for the sharing and exchanging of ideas in the field about
how video is being used in language classrooms.
7CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVİEW
Introduction
The variety of sources for learning language has been increasing due to the
rapid development of technology, which offers language teachers and learners a wide
range of choices, including audio cassettes, CDs, computers, CD-ROM, internet
activities, and electronic pen-pals. Video is one of these choices. It can be used in a
variety of instructional environments in education; in classrooms, in distance-
learning sites, and in self-study situations. Video has primarily been used two ways
in the EFL classroom, first as an alternative to written or audio texts for presentation
and practice of language and language activities, and second, as a tool to record
classroom activities in order to analyze students’ performance and give feedback.
This study focuses on the former use of video in the language classroom.
This chapter reviews the literature on video, in four areas; the contribution of
video material in the teaching and learning of language skills, limitations and
challenges to using video, teachers’ attitudes and perceptions about using video in
ELT, and new directions in video.
Video has become a common technological aid used in the language
classroom. Lonergan (as cited in Scott, 1999) discusses the development of the use of
video from the 1970s up to the point where it became a common tool for language
teachers. He claims that video has become such a standard tool in language teaching
that many course books include video materials in their overall package. Boran
(1999) suggests that the need for video materials in English language teaching (ELT)
stems mainly from the idea that graded and simplified course books are not sufficient
8to reflect the original target language. Especially in the use of authentic video
materials,  which may provide a connection between the learner and real language
outside the classroom, video can be an effective tool for students’ learning (Svensson
& Borgarskola, 1985). Two areas in which video can be effective are for the
improvement of language skills and as a source for visual, motivational, and cultural
elements of language teaching.
Contribution of Video Material to the Teaching and Learning of Language Skills
Video can be a powerful tool for language learners to use as it provides them
with content, context, and language. Various studies have shown that video has
somebenefits for learners in developing different language skills such as listening,
speaking, reading, and writing, and for the development of subskills like vocabulary.
Listening skills
Although it is difficult to make clear-cut divisions of skills in language
teaching, video has been found to be most helpful in developing aural/oral skills,
particularly listening skills. According to Sheerin (1982) the most significant reason
for using video is to provide practice in listening comprehension. She mentions that
it is more realistic and easier for students to comprehend a listening text when they
see actual people talking and hear real discourse at the same time. She believes video
can be used to teach listening comprehension for both extensive listening, which
involves using video purely to provide practice in listening and understanding, and
intensive listening, which involves listening for specific words or phrases with a
view to eventual production.
Linder (2000) describes video “as a listening activity, but with images”
(p.15). He claims that thinking of video as a listening activity with images is a
9concept which can help instructors select video segments and design activities in an
effective way to meet students’ linguistic and pragmatic needs. The strength of video
is in text and images as a whole, not only as text or only as images.
In actual listening situations, we usually not only listen but also view the
listening situation, interpreting the message by using both modes. In other words, as
Baltova (1994) argues, most of the time listening and viewing function together and
complement each other by facilitating the complex phenomenon of comprehension.
Baltova describes an experimental study using video to explore the importance of
visual cues in the process of listening to French as a second language. She exposed
grade 8 core French  students to a French story under different conditions: video-
with-sound, video-without- sound, and sound-without-video and then compared the
comprehension. The results of the study indicated that visual cues were informative
and increased listening comprehension in general. In a later study, Baltova (1999)
investigated the effect of using captioned video for enhancing second language
learners’ understanding of authentic video texts particularly their learning of content
and vocabulary in the L2. Results of this study showed the positive effect of using
visual information simultaneously with spoken language and printed text, all
conveying the same message.
In another study, Garza (1991) also investigated the effect of captioned video
material in foreign language teaching. As Garza defines captioned video, “captions
are similar to subtitles – such as those that appear on many foreign language feature
films – in that they are printed version of the spoken text, but differ in that they
appear in the same language as the original speech” (p. 239). The results of this study
demonstrated a positive correlation between the use of captions and increased
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comprehension of the linguistic content of the video material, supporting the use of
captions to bridge the gap between the learners’ competence in reading and listening
skills.
Another study was conducted by Chung (1999) with 170 students at a
Taiwanese University. The purpose of Chung’s study was to compare listening
comprehension rates for video texts using advanced organizers and/or captions. The
conditions were using advance organizers, using captions, a combination of both, or
neither of them. The subjects viewed four different video segments, each under one
of the four listed conditions. After each viewing, subjects were tested with a set of
ten written multiple-choice comprehension questions to examine comprehension
rates. The results revealed that more effective listening comprehension occurred
when using a combination of techniques than when using either one alone, or neither.
The study also showed that captions on videos helped bridge the competence gap
between reading and listening and enhanced language learning. Chung cited a
number of other studies suggesting that visual support with video can enhance
listening comprehension. One of these studies, by Rubin, found that among high
beginning Spanish students, the listening comprehension of the ones who watched
dramas on video improved significantly over those who didn’t receive video support
in their listening courses.
Speaking Skills
Language teachers often complain that their students are reluctant to talk in
the classroom. One area covered in the literature about video presents different
methods, techniques, and activities to help learners speak in the target language.
Allan (1985)  suggests many ways to create speaking activities using
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appropriate video material. She suggests that vivid presentation of settings and
characters can be used to encourage students to role play; some cases presented in
the video can be used to start debates or discussions among the students; and teachers
may create situations with different interpretations to create genuine communication
in the classroom.
A particularly productive technique for using video in the language classroom
is in the controlled presentation of communicative scenes. The teacher can stop the
video and replay some parts, freeze some scenes, present the video without sound, or
sound without video can be used to make students talk, imagining what the visual
might be. Students can be asked to speculate on what will happen next, to interpret
what they can see, or to guess past events which led up to the scene being shown
(Lonergan, 1984; Tomalin, 1986).
There are also some studies in the literature which show that using video
helps students to improve their speaking and conversation skills. Rifkin (2000)
investigated the effects of using films in conversation classes at a Russian college.
Subjects took a pre-course examination and a final examination in which they were
asked to retell the story of the film. On the basis of these examinations, the subjects’
self-reflections on their own learning during the semester, and on his own
observations, Rifkin found that all the subjects in his study made progress in their
speaking skills compared to another group of students who didn’t get any video in
conversation classes. He observed that students using video became more successful
in speech narration and description. As the result of another project conducted by
Manning (1988) at The International Affairs and Modern Foreign Languages
Program at the University of Colorado, where TV and video were used as primary
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texts of the course, it was suggested that students who learned French using video
had a better ability to communicate in the target language. One of the comments on
the effect of the program, which came from a native speaker, was that the students’
pronunciation and intonation were better and their use of idiomatic expressions and
gestures were more authentic than the students who were taught with traditional
methods. Anil (2001) supports the idea that body language accompanying speech
increases oral comprehension. She suggests that students learn much more from
video than from listening to the same sequence on audio tape as the video presents
body language.
Literate skills
Video can also be used to improve students’ literate skills, such as reading,
writing, and vocabulary. Yaygıngöl (1990) conducted a study to find out whether
there would be a significant difference between two groups’ achievement scores on
texts if they were taught through two different reading techniques. The subjects were
70 students from the Architecture department of Anadolu University. Three separate
reading texts with general reading comprehension questions were given to the
students as pre-tests before the materials were taught in both groups. Then the
reading materials, which were chosen from the books Videoscope and Sights and
Sounds, were taught through video in Group A, and using traditional reading
techniques in Group B. In Group B, the texts were read aloud by the teacher,
unknown vocabulary was explained, then students read the passage, vocabulary was
reviewed, and students were asked some comprehension questions. In group A, video
was used to teach the material. First, students were asked some questions about the
topics before watching the video. Then students watched the video without sound,
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and they asked questions about the video. The teacher presented new vocabulary
prior to viewing the film to facilitate the students’ comprehension. Students watched
the film with sound and were asked general comprehension questions. To determine
the difference between the scores of the two groups, a t-test was applied with results
at the 0.05 level of significance. It was concluded that Group A, which was taught by
using video, was more successful than Group B.
A similar study was conducted by Avcı (1999). He also found that the degree
of improvement in reading comprehension in the experimental group in which video
film segments where shown was higher than in the control group, which was taught
with traditional reading instruction.
Video can also be used to improve students’ writing skills through different
motivating activities or tasks. Lonergan (1984) suggests many effective writing
activities and tasks using video, for example, students can be asked to prepare
narratives in the form of written summaries of the video presentation. He believes
that such practice may be an effective measure of competence in the use of tenses,
syntax, and other written constructions. Other writing tasks he suggests, especially
for specialist groups who conduct project works, are describing processes, describing
products and performance, formulating users’ instructions, or drafting minutes of a
meeting.
Providing audio-visual support with video can help learners in pre-writing
activities. Öncü (1999) investigated whether there was a significant difference
between an experimental group, which was exposed to pre-writing activities through
video films, and a control group, which was not exposed to video films. In her study,
the experimental group and the control group had approximately the same scores in
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the total and in the scores of components on a pre-test given before the actual study,
which meant that the experimental group and control group subjects had almost the
same writing proficiency before the study. After the study, the mean difference
between the two groups was 10.2, which was statistically significant. So, Öncü
concluded that the subjects in the experimental group wrote better argumentative
compositions in terms of content, organization, and vocabulary due to the fact that
the subjects were able to activate their background information, and the necessary
vocabulary, to develop their arguments. The additional clues they received while
watching and listening to the video films such as people acting in the films, their
gestures, and body language appeared to increase the learners’ productivity in the
writing tasks.
Teaching and learning vocabulary is another crucial literate skill in ELT. A
wide range of methods and techniques are available to language teachers for
introducing and teaching vocabulary in the classroom. Drawings on the board or
overhead projector, magazine pictures, models or real objects, and definitions in the
target language are the most common of these methods and techniques. Lonergan
(1984) and Tomalin (1986) claim that video easily brings objects, places, and
concepts into the classroom with a flexibility that allows target lexis to be practiced
in a number of ways. Lonergan suggests, for example,  that to introduce a single
lexical item, a scene can be frozen, and the teacher can label the object. Such
exercises can also be turned into games and quizzes.
Duquette and Painchaud (1996) investigated whether listening to a dialogue,
with or without video, would allow learners to guess the meaning of new words. The
subjects were 119 English-speaking university students at a high elementary level in
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French. In the first condition, the subjects listened to a dialogue accompanied by
video and in the second condition, they listened to the same dialogue without video.
The subjects were administrated one pre-test and two post-tests. The tests consisted
of 40 vocabulary items selected from the dialogue. From the results of the video
group, Duquette and Painchaud concluded that when learners could both see and
hear, they paid less attention to linguistic cues, while visual cues allowed them to
infer more unfamiliar words.
Visual, Motivational, and Cultural Elements
In normal communication situations, people send and receive visual signals
when they talk to each other. Body movement, facial expressions, and eye contact
are important parts of communication. Sometimes, gestures and other body language
are more meaningful than words. So, the ability to recognize, understand, and use
such features of the target language is a significant part of achieving communicative
competence for language learners.
 The best known advantage of video is that it is a tool which provides a
complete visual aid in learning and teaching language. It gives the teacher the
opportunity to provide visual elements to the language presented to the learners
(McGovern, 1980). Compared to taped listening texts, video shows the speakers and
the context in which they are speaking. The speakers in the dialogues and any other
participants in the context can be seen and heard. Students can see participants’ ages,
sex, their relationships one to another, their ways of dressing, social status, and their
moods or feelings. Furthermore, the setting of the communication is clear. Learners
can see where the action is taking place. This information can help learners to clarify
whether the situation is formal or informal. (Lonergan, 1984; Svensson &
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Borgarskola, 1985). All these advantages may be significant if we consider the fact
that it is important for language learners to use language appropriately. They need to
be aware that the manner of speaking differs from situation to situation in real life.
Learners also need to be aware of the differences between formal and informal
language use.
Because the visual element is so important for effective communication, the
value of video in language teaching is not surprising. As Kayaoğlu (1990) suggests,
non-native speakers of any language need to make extensive use of visual aids which
provide visual and aural clues such as facial expressions, gestures, intonation, social
setting, and cultural behavior to support their comprehension (See also Stempleski &
Tomalin, 1990). Similarly, Öncü (1999) mentions the importance of using visual
input by comparing video to radio and cassettes, and pictures and real images. She
argues that, unlike radio and cassettes, which can only support aural input, and
pictures and real images, which can only support visual input to the students, video
can supply both aural and visual input for learners. Shea (2000) also claims that
visual representations in a video may help learners to combine their pre-existing
knowledge with new knowledge.
As video can provide a rich and varied language environment for learning, the
combination of variety, interest, and entertainment makes it an aid which can help
learners at all ages to develop motivation. Video can present language more
comprehensively and realistically than most other teaching mediums except, perhaps,
the computer. It provides real life sequences, and it can take learners into the lives
and experiences of others (Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990). Video presentations are
intrinsically interesting to language learners, who are usually willing to watch it even
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if comprehension is limited. Because video generates interest and motivation, it can
create a climate for successful learning which the teacher can foster by encouraging
students to ask questions and to follow up ideas and suggestions (Anil, 2001;
Lonergan, 1984; Sheerin, 1982).
Another significant advantage of video is that it provides cultural elements in
the target language. Svensson stresses the importance of the direct benefit of visiting
abroad or contact with native speakers in language learning and claims that video is a
means which brings the native environment into the classroom for learners who do
not have opportunity to visit a country where the language is spoken (as cited in
Anil, 2001).
On the importance of using video for cross-cultural awareness in target
language, Anil (2001) claims that it is stimulating and enjoyable for students to
observe similarities and differences between the behaviors of the characters in a
video program and those of people in their own culture. Stempleski and Tomalin,
1990, p. 4) state that, “Observing differences in cultural behavior is not only suitable
training for operating successfully in an alien community. It is also a rich resource
for communication in the language classroom, which recipes such as ‘What if...’ and
‘Culture comparison’ show you how to exploit” (see also Tomalin, 1986).
To speak the target language with reasonable fluency and accuracy in the
classroom is sometimes not enough for learners. Learners also need experience or
information about appropriate use of language in social context. Lonergan (1984)
suggests that video can also be used to make students aware that, besides using
language with correct grammar and syntax, it is important to use language
appropriately in situations. Some interpersonal relationships and register use of
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language such as, polite, formal, informal, or slang can be presented to learners in a
controlled way.
Herron, Cole, Corrie, and Dubreil (1999) investigated whether students learn
culture embedded in a video-based second language program. In their study,
beginning level French students watched 10 videos as part of the curriculum.
Students were administrated pretests before the exposure to the videos, and posttests
at the end of the semester after exposure to the videos. Students’ perceptions of how
well they learned about the foreign culture were analyzed with a questionnaire. The
results of the tests and analysis of the questionnaires indicated significant gains in
overall cultural knowledge.
From a different perspective, Bunk (1999) examined the differences between
Turkish and American peoples’ reactions to and interpretations of scenes reflecting
aspects of American culture in the film Grand Canyon. The study examined which of
these insights might be useful in a cross-cultural communication class in Turkey and
for what reasons. The results of the analysis indicated that the Turkish participants’
perceptions of the scenes in the film differed from those of the Americans in terms of
the issues of fate, equality, family relationships, and directness and openness in
human relationships. The relevance of Bunk’s study to this study was that such
differences can be explored in the language classroom, especially through authentic
videos. This may help students bridge cross-cultural differences they may encounter
when they are exposed to the target culture in terms of understanding both the target
culture and their own.
Limitations and Challenges to Using Video
Using video in ELT presents some challenges and limitations as well as
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advantages. One of the challenges from the point of the teacher is the difficulty of
preparing video material, especially in regard to authentic material. Burt (n.d.) claims
that the preview, selection, and preparation of authentic videos takes considerable
teacher time, in addition to which teachers may need to take time to explain some
language use and the context of authentic videos as they are not controlled. Kerr and
Wright (1983) mention two other major difficulties for the EFL teacher. One of them
is that students usually tend to see video as just like watching TV, as a pasttime, and
so they bring some preconceptions about TV into the video class. They may think of
it as entertaining, boring, or informative; or they may think TV programs are good,
bad, or funny. With such preconceptions, it is not easy to have learners do the tasks
and activities related to the video. They like to watch without trying to understand.
Secondly, in some institutions, teachers have to try to use what material is available,
regardless of its quality. In the available material, the acting or the script may be bad,
or the picture may not be clear. Another challenge for teachers is that there are no
specific methodologies taught in teacher training programs for using video
technology and video films in schools (Baddock, 1996).
Strange and Strange (1991) mention some disadvantages and limitations of
video materials which are based on authentic TV programs. One of these is the
possibility of conflict between the viewers’ aural and visual channels. If poorly
selected authentic TV materials are used in the classroom, they may be confusing for
learners as they will concentrate on the visual channel rather than on linguistic
information. Another disadvantage is the distraction of attention from the language
because of the on-screen activity, since the aural channel is vital in presenting new or
difficult language items, complex ideas, or dense information. As another
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disadvantage, Strange and Strange state that sequences may be over-dense visually
and linguistically as authentic material assumes an audience of native viewers rather
than language learners. Related to that, another disadvantage is that paralinguistic
features may be unclear or unsupportive as clarity of paralanguage is not one of the
main aims of TV programs. According to Strange and Strange, another disadvantage
is the risk of  passive viewing among learners as the aim of authentic TV materials is
not to encourage interaction. Besides these, Allan (1985) claims that, although video
is a good medium to use for extensive listening, it is not very suitable for intensive,
detailed study of spoken language. She explains that videocassette machines do not
respond speedily or accurately to the stop, rewind, or replaying sequence in intensive
listening for single word identification. For this purpose, she finds audio cassettes
more suitable.
Teachers’ Attitudes and Perceptions About Using Video in ELT
In investigating the benefits and the role of video in language classrooms,
teachers’ perceptions and opinions are also important. When we look through the
literature, we see that teachers have different perceptions and attitudes toward the use
of video in ELT, some positive and some negative.
MacKnight (as cited in Serdaroglu, 1988) claims in his study that teachers
like video because they think that it motivates students as it brings real life into the
classroom, contributes language naturally, and gives students the opportunity to
experience authentic language in a controlled environment. Sharing the same view,
Chung (1999) states that teachers are positive about the use of video in the language
classroom because videos expose students to authentic materials, help them
comprehend the meaning of words, and make some unfamiliar cultural concepts
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clear. Furthermore, the results of a study conducted by Abayli (2001) show that
teachers’ attitudes are  positive toward teaching video classes and they like being
video class teachers. In her study, Abayli investigated the students’ and teachers’
attitudes toward the video class at Osmangazi University Foreign Languages
Department and found that the attitudes of the three video class teachers’ teaching all
the video classes at the time of the study and of the students were positive; all felt
video classes were useful for students.
In literature, it is also possible to find some neutral or negative feelings and
attitudes toward use of video. According to MacKnight (as cited in Brumfit, 1983),
teachers see video as a supplementary element rather than an essential part of a
language curriculum, as an optional tool for extra Friday activities in a language
course. Indeed, Swaffar (1997) claims that many foreign language teachers don’t
consider video materials as significant parts of curriculum. As the main reasons for
their reluctance to use video she cites teachers fear of technology and media in the
classroom and their lack of adequate training in designing video-related activities as
a part of their lesson plans. Lam (2000) conducted a study to explore factors that
affect teachers’ decisions to use technology, in this case computers. Lam interviewed
10 L2 teachers and analyzed the data to answer questions, about the reasons behind
L2 teachers’ decisions to use technology for teaching; why some L2 teachers choose
not to use computers in their teaching; and what factors influenced these decisions.
Lam concluded that the reason for teachers’ choosing not to use technology was not
the fear of technology but, rather, a lack of knowledge about its usefulness.
New Directions in Video
Although not directly related to the focus of this study, any study of
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classroom use of video at this time should be done with the realization that the rapid
spread of computer technology may effect the use of video in substantive ways.
Since the early nineties, computers have been able to handle not only text, but also
sound, high-quality graphics, and video (Eastment, 2000). Currently, researchers are
examining the use of video and the computer in ELT in combination, a concept
called “interactive video”. Karen (1992) describes the term “interactive video” as a
“computer controlling a linear video (VHS) player or a laser videodisc player.” The
same source suggests that interactive video can provide faster access to videotape
segments than a traditional video player and that accompanying written material can
be provided on the computer screen. Canning-Wilson (2000) claims that:
With the increase in educational technology, video is no
longer imprisoned in the traditional classroom; it can
easily be expanded into the computer aided learning lab
(Canning 1998). Interactive language learning using video,
CD ROM, and computers allow learners the ability to
view and actively participate in lessons at their desired
pace. It is recommended that institutions and practitioners
encourage the use of instructional video in the F.SOL
classroom as it enables them to monitor and alternate
instruction by fostering greater mental effort for active
learning instead of passive retrieval of visual and auditory
information.
A further advantage to interactive video is the ability it provides students to
use video productively (Reinhardt and Isbell, 2002) in addition to learning from it
receptively, which is the focus of this study. According to Hanson-Smith (1997),
what will happen in the future is that teachers will make use of technology to give
students more motivating and richer learning opportunities.
However, that time is still in the future for most Turkish universities.
Therefore, this study examines the current use of VCR – based video in the English




This study investigates teachers’ perceptions about the benefits of video
classes in the Osmangazi University Foreign Languages Department (OGUFLD)
Preparatory School. In the curriculum of the Preparatory School, each class has two
hours of video classes once a week. Three different types of video materials are
being used in these classes. The primary video materials are the video cassettes of the
main course book (Cutting Edge); the other two types of materials are video cassettes
parallel to another course book (Atlas) and original movie cassettes. Although all the
classes have an equal number of video hours, there are some slight differences in the
use of the materials in different levels. So, this study also investigates whether
teachers at one level, as a group, perceive the material to be more beneficial than
teachers at another level, how teachers think they use the video materials in video
classes, and how teachers connect what they are doing in the video classes to the
main course.
This chapter presents the participants, the materials, and the data collection
procedures that were used in the study.
Participants
The participants in this study were six video class teachers at OGUFLD
Preparatory School (see Figure 1). The participants were selected based on responses
to a preliminary questionnaire given to 15 video class teachers who were then
teaching the video classes in the department (see Appendix A ).
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Participant 1 X 2 years X X
Participant 2 X 3 years X X
Participant 3 X 3.5 years X X
Participant 4 X 10 years X X
Participant 5 X 6 years X X
Participant 6 X 6 months X X
Figure 1. Background information about the 6 participants
Two of the six participants interviewed were male, and four of them were
female. Teaching experience of five of the teachers ranged from two years to ten
years; one had taught for six months. Two of the participants were teaching at the
elementary level, two of them were at the pre-intermediate level, and two of them
were teaching at the intermediate level. None of the participants had taught video
classes before.
Materials
In this study, the data was collected through a preliminary questionnaire (see
Appendix A) and teacher interviews. The preliminary questionnaire consisted of
three sections. The questions in the first section asked for background information
about the gender, teaching experience, and level the teachers were teaching at the
moment of the study. The questions in the second and third sections provided
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information about the teachers’ experience and reactions to the video classes. The
questions revealed how motivating and how effective teachers believed video
materials to be, how effective teachers found their own teaching to be, whether they
liked teaching video classes, and how important they considered the role of video in
language a curriculum to be both in general and in the current curriculum in the
department.
Although the study focused on the “benefits” of video, the term “effective”
was used rather than “benefits” in the questionnaire. In Macmillan Contemporary
Dictionary, the concept “effective” is defined as “producing or capable of producing
an intended or desired effect or result.” The concept “beneficial” is defined as
“something that helps or betters a person or thing.” In this study, the term “effective”
was used in the questionnaire in an attempt to be slightly more specific in referring to
whether video helps produce a desired effect. In the interviews, the purpose was to
investigate teachers’ perceptions on benefits to using video, in other words, how
video makes teaching better, so the more general term, “beneficial”, was used to
elicit as much variety in responses as possible.
Interview questions were prepared (see Appendix B) for interviews with the
six video class teachers. The interview consisted of twenty questions about teachers’
perceptions of the benefits of the video classes, how teachers think they use the video
materials in video classes, and how teachers connect what they are doing in the video
classes to the main course. There were two main parts in the interview, each of which
consisted of 10 questions. The questions in the first part were related to the first two
research questions; questions in the second part to the last two research questions.
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Procedures
On the second of April, the preliminary questionnaire was piloted with six
MA TEFL students, practicing teachers who had had previous experience using
video in their institutions. After the piloting, necessary changes were made in the
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was then given to 15 teachers at OGUFLD. At the end of
the questionnaire, three teachers who were experienced in teaching video classes
were excepted in order to eliminate the variable of different levels of experience, so
all the participants interviewed were inexperienced in teaching video. Two of the
teachers didn’t wish to be interviewed as a follow-up to the questionnaire. Six
teachers were chosen out of the remaining ten teachers for the interview. Two
teachers with differing views on questions 5-10 were selected from each level
(elementary, pre-intermediate, intermediate). The reason for selecting teachers with
differing views was to obtain a range of opinions and perceptions from the teachers.
Questions for the interview were then prepared and piloted with two of the
teachers from the original group of 15 who were chosen for the study. The pilot
interviews did not reveal any problems so no changes in the interview questions were
made. Then an observed simulation was conducted with one of the MA TEFL
students who had had previous experience using video. The purpose of the observed
simulation was to check for interview behaviors and the procedures used by the
researcher.
The teachers were informed before the interview about the time, the content,
and the purpose of the interview, and were given a letter of consent to sign (see
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Appendix C). The interviews were audiotaped, transcribed (for an example of the
transcription, see Appendix D) and analyzed.
Data analysis
The data collected through both the preliminary questionnaire and the
interviews was analyzed qualitatively. Participants’ responses to questions in the
questionnaire were entered in separate tables for each of the three sections. The data
was then analyzed in order to select six teachers with different views for the
interview.
The interviews were analyzed qualitatively. All responses in the
transcriptions related to the research questions were marked. Responses were then
entered onto a data sheet in paraphrased form, organized by interview questions (see
Appendix E). Data sheets were subsequently analyzed for themes and response
patterns.
The questionnaire and interview responses were also compared to look for
consistencies or contradictions within the teachers’ responses.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
Overview of the study
This study investigated teachers’ perceptions about the benefits of the video
classes at OGU-FLD Preparatory School. The study explored teachers’ perceptions
about the benefits of video in the current program, whether teachers at one level, as a
group, perceive the materials to be more beneficial than teachers at another level,
how teachers think they use the video materials in video classes, and how teachers
connect what they are doing in the video classes to the main course.
In order to collect data for this study, fifteen teachers who were teaching
video classes were given a preliminary questionnaire. Information from the
questionnaire was used to select six of these teachers to interview in order to collect
further data for the study.
The data from the questionnaire and the interviews were analyzed separately
in relation to the research questions. The information collected through the
questionnaire and the interviews was also compared to investigate consistencies and
contradictions within the teachers’ responses.
Questionnaire
Participants’ responses to the preliminary questionnaire were recorded onto
charts (see Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4). The questionnaire consisted of three
sections. The questions in the first section gave background information about
participants’ gender, teaching experience in general English, teaching experience in















2. Had you ever taught
video classes or classes
using video before this
year?



















































1 X 2 years X X
2 X 7 years X X
3 X 3 years X X
4 X 10 years X X
5 X 3 years X X
6 X 5 years X X
7 X 3.5 years X X
8 X 6 years X X
9 X 10 years X X
10 X 5 years X X
11 X 6 years X X
12 X 9 years X X
13 X 6 months X X
14 X 9 years X X
15 X 6 years X X
Figure 2. Background information about the participants.
Fourteen teachers’ teaching experiences ranged from 2 years to 10 years
while one teacher had taught only six months. Four of the teachers were experienced
in teaching video classes, and the remaining were teaching video classes for the first
time. Six of them were teaching at elementary level, three of them at pre-
intermediate level, and six of them were teaching at the intermediate level. This
information was used to select six participants for the interviews.
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The questions in the second and third sections were for the purpose of
establishing the teachers’ current experience and reactions to the video classes.
Responses were on a five point scale covering student motivation, effectiveness of
video classes, and teaching effectiveness (see Figure 3).
In regards to students motivation, 60% of the participants found the materials
motivating to some degree whereas 33% found them not or insufficiently
motivating; one person was undecided. In regards to effectiveness of video classes,
60% of the teachers considered video classes effective to some degree, and 40%
found them not or insufficiently effective. Considering teaching effectiveness, 87%
of the teachers found their own teaching at least somewhat effective while only two
or 13% considered their teaching not or insufficiently effective. Overall, the majority
of the teachers found the materials more motivating than not for their students. Fifty-
three percent of the teachers found both video classes and their own teaching at least
somewhat effective. This suggests that the majority of the teachers were relatively
positive about the use of video for teaching language.
The last three questions registered teachers’ opinions on a 10 point scale and
concerned teachers attitudes toward teaching video classes, the importance of video
as a teaching tool in any language curriculum, and the importance of video as a
useful tool in their current curriculum (see Figure 4). On the scale, number 1
represented “not at all” and number 10 represented “very much”. In regards to
teachers attitudes towards teaching video classes, 60% of the teachers liked teaching
video classes, with an additional 23% more positive than not. Regarding the
importance of video as a teaching tool in any language curriculum, 87% of the







s 5. In my opinion, for my
students, the video class
materials are:
6. As a language learning
tool for my students this
term, the video classes
have been:
7. My teaching in


















































































































































1 X X X
2 X X X
3 X X X
4 X X X
5 X X X
6 X X X
7 X X X
8 X X X
9 X X X
10 X X X
11 X X X
12 X X X
13 X X X
14 X X X
15 X X X
Figure 3 . Teachers’ current experience and reactions to the video classes.
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importance of video as a useful tool in their current curriculum, 60 % of the teachers






s 8. I like teaching video
classes
not at all           very much
9. The role of video as a useful
teaching tool in classes in any
language curriculum is
not important                very imp.
10. The role of video as a
useful teaching tool in our
current curriculum is
not at all imp.            Very imp.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
 1 X X X
2 X X X
3 X X X
4 X X X
5 X X X
6 X X X
7 X X X
8 X X X
9 X X X
10 X X X
11 X X X
12 X X X
13 X X X
14 X X X
15 X X X
Figure 4. Teachers’ feelings about teaching video classes and their views about the
role of video in any language curriculum and in their current language curriculum
Overall, the questionnaire revealed that 12 of the teachers or 80%, tended to
be positive in their views about the use of video, considering video classes beneficial
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for their students in some way. Generally, teachers’ answers were consistent across
all questions in terms of their positive or negative views toward the use of video and
the benefits of using video. The three teachers at the pre-intermediate level
considered video classes slightly less beneficial than teachers at the elementary and
intermediate levels.
Interviews
Six of the fifteen teachers who were teaching video classes at the time of the
study were interviewed. The aim of the interviews was to get more in-depth teacher
perceptions about the benefits of the video classes and the use of video materials. In
order to elicit a range of opinion, the attempt was made to choose two teachers with
differing views (as determined by the questionnaire) from each level for the
interviews. When participant answers in the questionnaire were compared,
differences in opinion were relatively small, nonetheless, participants whose
responses reflected the greatest difference (participants 1, 5, 7, 9,11, and 13) were
chosen for interviews. The teachers were asked 20 questions during the interviews.
The first ten questions were related to the first and second research question of the
study. The last ten questions were related to the third and fourth research questions.
The interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed. All responses in the
transcribed interviews related to the study research questions were marked. These
responses were then entered onto a data sheet in paraphrased form, organized by
interview questions (see Appendix E). The data sheets were analyzed for themes and
response patterns. Responses were then listed under each research question in order
of frequency with the number of responses in parentheses. Each list can be found
below, followed by a discussion of the listed response patterns.
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Research question 1: What are the Perceptions of the Teachers in OGU FLD About
the Benefits of Video Use in the Current Program?
Common response patterns citing benefits:
• Video is helpful for improvement of students’ listening, speaking,
  vocabulary, and grammar skills (6 listening, 3 speaking, 3 vocabulary, 3
  grammar).
• Video is motivating and relaxing for students (3).
• Video is an important tool as an audio-visual material (2).
Common response patterns citing problems and difficulties:
• Classes were crowded (4).
• Teachers didn’t get any training for teaching video classes (3).
All the participants in the interview considered video use beneficial in some
way for the students, especially for improvement of students’ listening, speaking,
vocabulary, and grammar skills. All six teachers considered video useful for
improvement of students’ listening skills for several reasons. First, listening was
enhanced by the combination of listening and seeing. Also, students could hear
sounds, pronunciation, intonation, and different accents in a real context. One of the
teachers stated that, “ students especially hear the pronunciation of contracted forms
of some structures, how to hear, how to use them”.
Three teachers believed that video also contributed to improving students’
speaking skills because students heard authentic speech from native speakers.
Moreover, after watching the video, students had the opportunity to talk about what
they watched or to discuss some open-ended questions related to the video material.
One of the participants stated:
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Speaking I use sometimes after students watched video.
We speak about the situation, and then sometimes I use
open ended questions ‘what would you do if you were in
this situation?’, ‘how would you answer that question?’, or
there may be discussion about it.
Three teachers also believed that video enhanced vocabulary learning since
students heard and learned vocabulary, phrases, and idiomatic expressions in natural
contexts. One of the participants stated:
“Our students use English to Turkish dictionary. We say a
hundred times ‘Don’t use that dictionary but they never
listen to us, but while they are watching that film, they get
some different meanings of that vocabulary and they learn
it because they hear it, and they see it. So they learn easily.
They use two senses.”
 This perception is closely related to the findings of Duquette and
Painchaud’s (1996) study. They found that visual cues in the video allowed learners
to infer more unfamiliar words than when they were exposed to only sound without
video.
The other common view, stated by three teachers, was about the benefits of
video for  improvement of students’ grammar skills. As the grammar points in the
core video material were presented in the same order as in the main course, students
observed the application of grammar rules that they had already learned in the main
course. In this way, video helped students to better learn and understand tenses and
other grammar points that were not very clear during the core course. Two teachers
also felt students acquired some grammar structures unconsciously or indirectly in
this way.
A second benefit to using video was mentioned by three of the teachers, who
considered video classes motivating and relaxing for students. Reasons given for this
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were, first, the video classroom was a different, more pleasant environment for
students. Students watched video in designated video rooms where the floor was
covered with carpet, there were some tables and pictures on the walls, and the
windows were curtained. Second, video classes were motivating because the topics
in the core video material and in some movies were enjoyable and interesting,
according to the teachers’ perceptions. Third, topics and grammar points in the core
video material were parallel to the main course. The pre-viewing activities were
guided, and there were lots of interesting post-viewing activities, such as reading a
text or writing a paragraph related to the topic. And finally, as watching a video was
like watching TV, it was relaxing, motivating, and not boring for students. Kerr and
Wright (1983) also mention this relaxing feature of video. However they perceived
this feature differently than teachers at OGU FLD. While Kerr and Wright perceived
it as a disadvantage due to the preconceptions about the purpose for watching video
that students bring into the classroom with them, teachers at OGU FLD perceived the
relaxation as motivating. The reason for teachers’ thinking so was that they saw the
video classes as a relaxing break from the regular intensity of classes. This seems to
indicate that they felt a reduction in intensity was motivating.
Two of the teachers mentioned the importance of video as an audio-visual
material. They stated that as the students can both hear and see content, it is easier
for students to remember what they learn in video classes. One of the teachers stated
that video might be useful also for improvement of writing skills, as the students
sometimes had to write about what they watched as a post-viewing activity. Another
teacher believed that video improved students’ note taking skills, as the students
needed to take notes while watching in order to do some exercises and activities.
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Problems and difficulties in the video classes
There were several aspects to the current program which teachers felt reduced
the possible benefits of using video. The first was the crowded classes. The problem
with crowded classes, according to the teachers, was the number of students in each
class, 20, too many for the size of the video room. Even though it was a comfortable
room, it was difficult to organize the seating in the room, so students often disturbed
each other during the classes and quizzes by talking to each other or by looking at
each other’s papers. One of the teachers stated, “we don’t have laboratories here,
therefore, everyone is watching together, everyone is listening together.” She added
that there was sometimes a lot of noise and this decreased students’ motivation for
participating in the lessons.
Another difficulty three teachers mentioned was that they didn’t receive any
training for using video in a language classroom. They believed that with some
training or workshops and with a little experience in teaching video, they would be
able to make the video classes much more effective. One of them added, “if we work
a bit harder, video classes will be more effective”.
Additional problems and difficulties with video classes were mentioned, each
by a single teacher. One of the teachers stated that he had difficulties in evaluating
students’ quiz papers because some questions were about minor, unimportant details
in the video. He also stated that evaluating and grading open-ended writing questions
was a big problem for him. One of the teachers found the movies very old but she
didn’t explain why this was a problem. Another teacher claimed that students didn’t
read enough in their first language so, they didn’t have any cultural background
about general life in Turkey and in the world, which made it difficult for them to
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understand some things in the video materials. Another teacher couched a problem in
the form of a suggestion that, since the core video material covered only limited
points every four units in the main course book, adding video material for each unit
would be more useful. Related to this, another teacher suggested that following only
the video material of the course book would be much better than having movies or
other supplementary video materials. He felt that the movies should be completely
omitted from the curriculum.
Research question 2: Do teachers at one level, as a group, perceive the materials to
be more beneficial than do teachers at another level?
Common response patterns:
• Core video material is effective (6).
• Supplemental video material is not as effective as the core video material
   (3).
• Movies are the least effective materials (6).
There were no common response patterns to indicate that teachers at different
levels had different perceptions. Participants at all three levels gave similar responses
concerning materials. All six participants stated that the core video material was the
most effective one. The common reasons for considering the core video material the
most effective were that the language was appropriate for the level of the students
and the topics, grammar points, and the vocabulary were presented in the same order
as in the main course. According to three teachers, students practiced what they
learned in the main course with the core video material. One of the teachers stated:
... and when we are using it (video), students find chance
to practice the grammatical rules, something that they are
using in the classroom, they are it better, that is real, ... and
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because we are using both audio and audio-visual skill,
they are practicing, therefore.
Participants found the supplementary video material less beneficial than the
core video material. Three of the participants stated that the supplemental video
material was difficult for students to understand as it was American English. Since
the core video material was British English, students had difficulties in
understanding the American English pronunciation.
All six participants found the original film videos the least effective. Two of
the participants stated that movies were not effective at all; three stated that movies
were less effective than the core video material and the supplemental video material.
On the other hand, one of the participants mentioned that sometimes students caught
some phrases or ideas, which made them happy and motivated. Thus, she found the
movies sometimes enjoyable for students.
The teachers’ negative perception about the film videos supports Strange and
Strange’s (1991) suggestions about the limitations of video materials which are based
on authentic TV materials, mentioned in chapter 2 of this study.
Research question 3: How do teachers think they use the video materials in video
classes?
Common response patterns:
• Teachers did some warm-up activities before students watched the video
   such as vocabulary or warm-up questions (5).
• Teachers had students do some guided activities such as fill-in-the-blanks,
   or comprehension questions from the teacher’s book while watching the
   video (3).
 • Teachers did the post-viewing activities in the book after students watched
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    all the video (3).
 • Teachers used their own post-viewing activities, such as having students
    write a paragraph about the video (2).
In the interviews, teachers were asked what materials they were actually
using in video classes and how they thought they used video materials. All of them
stated that they were using the video set that accompanied the course text book, a
supplemental video set, and some original movie cassettes. There were pre-viewing,
during-viewing, and post-viewing activities related to all three. They stated that all
these activities were provided for the core video material and the supplemental video
material but the way they used the movies was completely up to the teachers.
Although some teachers made a few adjustments in the application of
activities and tasks in the core video material and the supplemental video material,
according to their students’ needs and interests, the interviews revealed that all the
teachers applied the pre-viewing, during-viewing, and post-viewing activities in
generally the same way.
As pre-viewing or warm-up activities, teachers usually presented new
vocabulary and talked about or discussed some warm-up questions. Five of the
participants dealt with vocabulary activities as pre-viewing activities by presenting
new vocabulary related to the video before students watched the video. One of the
participants explained the procedure:
       ... and vocabulary teaching we do at the beginning of the
lesson and fill in the blanks, sometimes we talk about
before we watch the video we talk about the title, for
example, Glorious Failures. ‘What can it be about?’ I
wrote on the board and they may not know the word
sometimes and they found ‘glorious’ for example,
‘wonderful’ ‘a good thing’; ‘failure’ not a good thing ...
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and they guess the meaning of the title and they guess
what they will watch.
Four of the teachers asked some warm-up questions related to the topic of the
video before the first viewing. Two participants mentioned also that, when necessary,
they made explanations or gave background information.
Three of the teachers stated that students then watched the video from
beginning to end, without stopping, to get a general orientation to the content. After
students watched the entire video, teachers handed out the exercise sheets. Students
read the exercises and questions in the sheets, and then they watched the video for
the second time. This time, as they watched they took notes and answered the
questions. Four of the teachers mentioned that, when necessary, they stopped the
video and asked questions. If students needed it, the video was rewound and students
watched some parts more than once. During the second viewing, teachers also
sometimes stopped the video to call students’ attention to vocabulary, phrases, or
structures.
Three participants stated that on the sheets handed out to the students, there
were different types of activities such as comprehension questions, fill-in-the-blanks
exercises, open-ended questions for writing or speaking, and some reading activities.
During or after the second viewing, teachers and students discussed the answers to
the activities on the sheets. Two of the teachers mentioned that students also were
often given quizzes during the video classes.
Post-viewing activities usually consisted of reading, writing, or speaking
activities and comprehension or discussion questions. One of the teachers said that
students read a passage related to the topic and wrote a description, or summary
about the video. She gave an example, “ Once I had the students write a criticism of
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the movies they watched because we had read a movie criticism in the main course
that week”. Another teacher mentioned that she did review sections as post-viewing
activities if there were any provided. Another teacher said that, when necessary,
students watched the video again from start to finish as a post-viewing activity.
Research question 4: How do the teachers connect what they are doing in the video
classes to the main course?
Common response patterns:
• The core video material makes the connection itself (6).
• The supplemental video set is used to compensate for the important missing
   points in the core video material, such as grammar points (2).
• There is no connection between the movies and the main course (6).
To find out how teachers connected what they were doing in the video classes
to the main course, two separate questions were asked. First, teachers were asked
whether there was any connection among the three different sets of materials they
used. The second question asked was whether they connected what they did in the
video classes to the main course and how.
All the teachers stated that the core video material was directly related to the
main course because they were using the video material prepared for the core course
book they used. The core video material, therefore, was internally connected to the
main course. All the vocabulary, grammar points, and the topics were related to the
main course book, and they were presented in the same order. According to two of
the teachers, the only connection between the supplemental video material and the
main course was that supplemental video material supported the core video material.
When there were important missing parts in the core video material, these teachers
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filled in those parts with supplemental video material. One frequent such use was to
cover missing grammar points with supplemental video material.
None of the teachers found any connection at all between the movies and the
main course. However, two of the teachers, although stating there was no connection,
said that  “when I notice any vocabulary or structure that students had learned
previously in the main course, I stop the video,  and ask questions to the students”.
The other four teachers didn’t mention that they made such connections.
Comparison of Teachers’ Responses in the Questionnaire and Interviews
The questions in the second and third sections of the questionnaire (see
Appendix A) were asked again in the interviews to get more information about
teachers' perceptions on those points. So, teachers' responses to those questions in
both the questionnaire and the interviews were analyzed and compared in order to
investigate consistency in teachers' responses. This analysis revealed consistency to a
considerable extent with few differences. Teachers' responses to questions
about whether they liked teaching video classes and how important they considered
the role of video to be as a useful teaching tool in any language curriculum were
completely the same in the preliminary questionnaire and in the interview.
The questions on how important teachers considered the role of video as a
useful teaching tool in their current curriculum and how effective teachers found
video classes as a language learning tool for their students were combined in the
interviews. For those questions, three of the participants’ responses were very
similar. However, participant 3, participant 4, and participant 6 gave some seemingly
contradictory answers. In the questionnaire, participant 3 rated video as somewhat
important as a useful teaching tool in their curriculum and considered video only
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somewhat effective. However, in the interview, she stated she found the video use
effective because it provides a good chance for practice, it was audio-visual, people
were using the language, it motivated students, students had a chance to practice
grammar rules, and students remembered better because they used both audio and
visual skills. She stated that “it is a good chance of practicing English
because students don’t have any other environment to practice their languages.”
Participant 4 rated video as very important teaching tool in their curriculum,
however, she found the video classes only somewhat effective, and in the
interview, she stated video use was not as effective as she wanted it to be. She stated
in the interview “it is effective just ..er.. it attracts their attention, maybe. So
sometimes they want to be another (...) another accent, maybe. So these attract their
attention to the topic, let’s say. But not enough.”
These responses may not be as contradictory as they appear for participant 3
and participant 4. It is quite possible that the interview responses are simply the
result of the more extensive reply allowed by the interview, which gave the
participants a chance to explain their ideas and thoughts more fully.
Participant 6 who rated the importance of video as “somewhat” on the
questionnaire , found the video classes insufficiently effective when questioned in
the interview. He  stated that the core video material was effective but the movies
were not. So, the reason for differing answers of participant 6 may be that while he
was rating the importance of video as ‘somewhat’ he was thinking in terms of the
core video material. However, he might have been talking in terms of movies while
he was stating that video classes were insufficiently effective.
Another question was about how effective teachers found their own teaching
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in video classes. Participant 1 and participant 6's responses were contradictory to a
degree in that question. While participant 1 found his own teaching in the video
classes somewhat effective in the questionnaire. In the interview, he stated that he
found his teaching not effective. He explained that he didn’t find the questions in the
worksheets appropriate for the students. So, he had difficulties in evaluating
students’ worksheets, but he did not have many alternatives as the core video
material was guided in the curriculum. He stated:
all these problems aren’t completely about me of course,
level of the students, then abilities and skills are important
... my students were not so much talented, so I had to do
lots of things for them, instead of them.
Likewise, while participant 6 considered his teaching effective in the
questionnaire, he stated in the interview that he didn’t find his own teaching to be
very effective, giving two main reasons. First, he thought that teaching depended on
the learners. He stated, “students can not learn because they don’t want to learn.
When I ask questions about the video we watched, sometimes, we have special
vocabulary; they don’t remember.” Second, he strongly believes that he needs a
professional workshop to learn about teaching video, perhaps given by experienced
teachers in house. He stated that:
       If I say I am not very effective, I don’t mean the other
teachers, but if there is someone who thinks he or she is
effective in teaching video, he or she can give some
information about it. I asked colleagues about this but I
have never got, er, satisfying information.
On the question of student motivation, Participant 2, participant 5, and
participant 6 gave responses that were contradictory. While participant 2 considered
video materials insufficiently motivating for her students in the questionnaire, she
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found the core video material motivating. Her answers actually may not be
contradictory because she mentioned only the core video material as motivating. So,
when she considered the material insufficiently motivating in the questionnaire, she
might have been thinking in terms of all the materials.
Participant 5 found the material somewhat motivating whereas she considered
it motivating in the interview, a difference of degree. She stated:
the topics are interesting first of all, pre-activities are very
guided, and we have lots of post-activities. We can use
reading, writing, and speaking, etc. so they aren’t bored.
You aren’t bored as the teacher.
Participant 6 found the material insufficiently motivating in the questionnaire
while stating in the interview it was motivating. He gave examples similar to
participant 5. He also stated that the topics were interesting and the material covered
the main course. From both participants’ words it is obvious that when they were
stating that the video material was motivating, they were talking about the core video
material rather than all three types of materials together, which was the likely basis
for the questionnaire response.
In spite of these contradictions, or rather different perceptions, overall,
participants' responses to the questionnaire and the interviews were consistent to a
great extent. The small contradictions or differences between their responses may
have been caused by the fact that teachers had to make some limited choices in the
questionnaire, while they had the opportunity to expand their answers during the
interviews, taking more aspects of the questions into consideration. The other reason
for differing perceptions seems to be that teachers were thinking about all three sets
of materials in the questionnaire whereas they were usually talking in terms of only
the core video material during the interviews.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
Overview of the Study
This study investigated teachers’ perceptions about the benefits of the video
classes at OGU-FLD Preparatory School. The study explored teachers’ perceptions
about the benefits of video in the current program, whether teachers at one level, as a
group, perceive the materials to be more beneficial than teachers at another level,
how teachers think they use the video materials in video classes, and how teachers
connect what they are doing in the video classes to the main course.
The data was collected through a preliminary questionnaire and interviews
with teachers. The information given by 15 teachers through the questionnaire was
entered into charts and then analyzed. Some of the information was used to select six
teachers for interviews. Two teachers from each level (elementary, pre-intermediate,
intermediate) with differing views were selected for the interviews. The data
collected through the interviews was analyzed by categorizing it according to
common themes and response patterns.
Discussion of Findings
The results of this study show that although all the interviewed teachers
perceive the video classes at OGU FLD to be beneficial for their students in several
ways, they also mentioned a range of problems and difficulties that they experienced
in the video classes. All  six teachers believe that video classes were especially useful
for the improvement of students’ listening skills. This teacher belief is supported in
the literature. The study conducted by Baltova (1994) revealed that visual clues in
the process of listening were informative and increased listening comprehension in
general. Teachers also believed that video classes are beneficial for improvement of
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students’ speaking skills. Rifkin (2000) investigated the effects of using video in
conversation classes. He found that all the subjects in his study made significant
progress in their speaking skills compared to another group of students who didn’t
get any visual aids by video in conversation classes. Another skill which the teachers
considered useful for their students is vocabulary skills. Duquette and Painchaud
(1996) investigated the effect of using audio-visual aids for guessing the meaning of
new words in a text. Their study revealed that when learners could both see and hear,
visual clues allowed them to infer the meaning of more unfamiliar words than
hearing alone. The final area for which video classes were also perceived to be useful
by the participant teachers in this study was grammar skills. Some believed that
students acquired some grammar structures unconsciously or indirectly in the video
classes. This belief shows agreement with Krashen’s (1982) idea that “second
language teaching should focus on encouraging acquisition, on providing input that
stimulates the subconscious language acquisition potential all normal human beings
have” (p. 83).
Along with benefits, this study also revealed some problems and difficulties
perceived by the teachers. The main ones perceived by the teachers were first,
teachers didn’t find the supplemental video material and movies as beneficial as the
core video material. Secondly, teachers found movies not effective at all as they
considered them above the level of their students. Thirdly, teachers found the class
sizes a bit crowded for effective video classes. And finally they believed that they
needed training in order to teach more useful and effective video classes.
Another aim of this study was to investigate whether teachers at one level, as
a group, perceived the materials to be more beneficial then teachers at another level.
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There were no common response patterns to indicate that teachers at different levels
had different perceptions.
Concerning how teachers thought they used the video materials in video
classes, participants were asked not only how they used the video materials but also
what type of activities and techniques they used. The results show that the way the
teachers used the video materials was quite similar, as the core video material and the
supplemental material were guided. However, the way the teachers used the movies
was completely up to the teachers; there were not any suggested procedures in the
curriculum. Participants didn’t give much specific information on how they used the
movies, however.
The final aim of this study was to investigate how teachers connected what
they were doing in the video classes to the main course. The results show that the
core video material was internally connected to the main course book. The
supplemental video material was sometimes used to compensate for missing points in
the core material such as particular grammar points. There was no connection
between the movies and the main course. However, some of the teachers, when they
noticed a connection between the movies and the things the students learned in the
main course, stopped the video and called students’ attention to such items.
Pedagogical Implications of the Study
According to the participants, for effective video classes and effective use of
video materials, pedagogical and technical training is essential. The results of this
study show that teachers believe that with some professional training, their teaching
in the video classes would be much more effective.
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In literature, it is possible to find studies on contributions of video to
improvement of learners’ reading skills. In Yaygıngöl’s (1990) study, it was
concluded that learners who were taught through the reading teaching techniques by
using video were more successful than the learners who were taught through the
traditional reading techniques. It is surprising that none of the teachers at OGU FLD
perceived any contribution of video to their students’ reading skills, which may again
be caused by the fact that all the teachers were inexperienced in teaching video, did
not receive any training, and therefore didn’t use video in teaching reading.
A needs analysis may be helpful before any teacher training is initiated to
determine teachers’ limitations and problems in regard to video classes. This study
revealed that one of the common problems in the video classes was with the use of
movie videos. Therefore, training might be provided on how to use movies for the
improvement of language skills such as reading and writing.
Another implication of this study is that appropriate material selection is very
important for the effectiveness of video classes. Materials should be appropriate to
the level of the students and be motivating and interesting for the learners; activities
and tasks should be useful for improvement of students’ language.
Class size is another crucial factor for effective video classes. First, students
should be able to see and hear the video from every part of the video room. Also the
class size should be appropriate to the size of the video room. The ideal class size
according to teachers at OGU FLD is 15-20. In crowded classes, it is difficult for
teachers to interact with each individual student and for students to interact
effectively with video material . All these factors may decrease motivation during the
video classes.
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Limitations of the Study
Due to the time restriction, the perceptions of the teachers were investigated
through only a questionnaire and one interview. More reliable data and conclusions
could be obtained if the questionnaire and interview could be combined with
classroom observations. In this case, there could be more frequent interviews to
discuss data obtained through observations.
It is important to note that the teachers who were the participants in this study
were in a particular kind of institutional setting, and thus the results cannot be
generalized to EFL in other settings. Moreover, the number of the participants was
too small to be able to generalize the perceptions of EFL teachers about the benefits
of video classes in ELT.
The limited variation in response was another limitation of this study. The
researcher realized during the data analysis process that better question items or
follow-up questions could have been asked during the interviews which might have
elicited more data, more specific teachers’ perceptions. However, it is possible that
the participants may have not been able to express their feelings and perceptions in
an effective way, partly because the interviews were conducted in English. Another
reason for the limited data may have been the fact that all six participants were
inexperienced in teaching video classes. They may not have been experienced
enough to have a range of opinions or criticism about using video. So, a future study
could be conducted with teachers experienced in teaching video classes, perhaps
using Turkish as the medium of research.
A second possible effect of the decision to interview inexperienced teachers
could be related to time. As participants, inexperienced teachers in teaching video
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were selected in order to eliminate the variable of different levels of experience.
Because of the intensive program curriculum, teachers may have had no time or
energy to make extra preparations for the video classes. They had to follow the
guidelines provided by the core video material and by the curriculum with little
variation. This may have affected the data, which showed curricular limitations.
Another limitation of this study was that during the interviews, teachers may
have had different understandings for the concepts "effective" or "effectiveness".
Most responses were given in terms of materials used, the others in terms of
language skills. Some of the teachers thought that one reason for effectiveness was
the relaxing feature of the video classes. Teachers appear to have perceived the video
classes to be a break for the students in the departments’ intensive program. If
students were more relaxed than focused on language learning, the responses given
to the questions about effectiveness may not have been reliable.
Another drawback realized by the researcher during the process of data
analysis was that some of the teachers' responses to the questions about the materials
were not clear. When analyzing the data, it was not always possible to determine
which material the responses referred to, core video material or all three sets of
materials together.
Implications for Further Research
This study tried to investigate the perceptions of teachers about video
by analyzing the data collected through only one preliminary questionnaire and
single interview. Future perception research could use more than one questionnaire
and interview given at intervals over a longer period of time to better understand the
teachers’ perceptions about benefits of video classes because some changes in
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perceptions may emerge during the process of teaching as mentioned earlier.
Classroom observations can be conducted to observe the consistency between
teachers’ stated perceptions and their applications in the video classes. The sample of
the teacher participants could also be expanded in future research so that
generalizations could be made.
 It would also be interesting and useful to include students’ perceptions about
the benefits of video classes for their learning. Their perceptions and feelings can be
investigated through questionnaires and interviews. This kind of study could be
interesting with more data collected and analyzed to understand both teachers’ and
students’ perceptions about the effectiveness of video classes or video use in ELT.
Conclusion
This study investigated teachers’ perceptions about the benefits of video
classes at OGU FLD. The results were drawn from the data collected through a
preliminary questionnaire and interviews. The results of this study revealed that all
the interviewed teachers perceive the video classes at OGU FLD to be beneficial for
their students in some way. Also covered were a range of problems and difficulties
that teachers experienced in the video classes.
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This questionnaire has been designed for the purpose of getting an idea about your
perceptions of video classes in the department. Your answers will be a valuable contribution
for my preliminary research studies. I will be very grateful if you complete the questionnaire
as soon as possible. All the information in this questionnaire will be kept confidential. Thank




Gender: (  ) Male (  ) Female
1. How long have you been teaching General English? _________________
2. Have you ever taught video classes or classes using video before this year? (  ) yes   (  ) no
3. If your answer is “yes”, how long did you teach such classes?
(  ) less than a year          (  ) 1-2 years          (  ) 3-4 years         (  ) more than 4 years
4. At which level are you teaching video classes this term?
(  ) elementary (  ) pre-intermediate (  ) intermediate
B. Experience in Video Classes
     Please complete each of the following statements in terms of your own perceptions.
5. In my opinion, for my students, the video class materials are:
(  ) very motivating
(  ) motivating
(  ) somewhat motivating
(  ) insufficiently motivating
(  ) not at all motivating
(  ) undecided
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6. As a language learning tool for my students this term, the video classes have been:
(  ) very effective
(  ) effective
(  ) somewhat effective
(  ) insufficiently effective
(  ) not at all effective
(  ) undecided
7. My teaching in video classes has been:
(  ) very effective
(  ) effective
(  ) somewhat effective
(  )  insufficiently effective
(  ) not at all effective
(  ) undecided
C. For the following statements, please rate your answers from 1 to 10 on the scale.
     1 is the lowest; 10 is the highest.
      Please CIRCLE the number on the scale that represent your opinion.
  Not at all    Very much
8. I like teaching video classes.        1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10
Not important         Very important
9. The role of video as a useful       1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10
teaching tool in classes in
any language curriculum is
Not at all important         Very important
10. The role of video as a useful       1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10
teaching tool in our current
curriculum is
11. Would you be willing to be interviewed as a follow up to this questionnaire?




Research Questions 1-2. What are the perceptions of the teachers in OGU FLD about the
       benefits of video use in the current program?
       Do teachers at one level, as a group, perceive the materials to be
       more beneficial than do teachers at another level?
1. What do you think about the role of video as a teaching tool in a language curriculum?
a) As a teaching tool do you consider video effective or not effective?
b) [If yes] in what ways is it effective?
c) [If no] why do you think so?
[Could you please explain?]
2. What do you think about the role of video use in our current program?
a) Do you consider it an effective, beneficial tool or not? [If effective] In what ways ‘s ‘t
effective? [Could you please explain?]
b) [If not] In what ways it is not effective? [Could you please explain?]
3. In what way do you think teaching video in this department has formed your opinion
about the effectiveness of video as a teaching tool?
a) [In case of negative feelings] Can you think of a curriculum format where video would
be effective?
4. Do you think video contributes in any way to your students’ learning?
a) [If yes] Particularly for which skills are the video classes more effective for the
improvement of your students’ language proficiency? Can you rank them, for ex.
listening, speaking, and so on.?
b) [If no] Are there any language skills for which video can be used effectively?
5. Do you think your students enjoy video classes?
a) What makes you think so?
b) What makes you think not?
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6. Do you think class size is important for the effectiveness of the video classes?
a) Could you please give some reasons for your opinion?
b) What do you think is the ideal class size for effective video classes?
7. Do you like teaching video classes at the moment?
a) What do you like most about the current video classes? [prompt question: can you
think of at least three things you like about them?]
b) What do you like least? [prompt question: can you think of at least three things you
don't like about ]
8. Do you think that the video materials you are using in your classes are appropriate for
your current students’ language level?
a) [If no] Why not? Why do you think so?
b) [If yes] In what ways it is appropriate for your students?
9. At what levels of language proficiency do you believe video to be most effective? Why?
10. Do you think that the current video materials are motivating for your students?
a) Which of the materials that you are using are motivating for the most students? In
what ways?
b)  Which ones are not? Why not?
Research Questions 3-4. How do teachers think they use the video materials in video
       classes?
       How do the teachers connect what they are doing in the video
       classes to the main course?
1. What materials are you actually using in video classes?
2. How are you using these materials?
a) What type of activities and techniques do you use during the video classes? I mean,
pair or group works, vocabulary exercises, writing, speaking, so on?
3. Do you use the materials at the same time or sequentially (one after another)? Why?
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4. Is there any connection between the different sets of kinds of materials you use?
a)   [If yes] What are the connections?
b) [If no] Do you make or create any connections between the materials?
5. Do you connect what you do in the video classes to the main courses?
a) [If yes] How?
b) [If no] Does the curriculum include connections to the main course?
6. Do you find all of the types of materials you use (I mean Cutting Edge, Atlas, or film
cassettes) equally effective, or do you think some of them are more effective than others?
Why?
[If necessary, add] Do you see any evidence of improved language use?
7. Can you estimate what percentage of class time talking in video lessons is done by the
teacher?
a) What percentage is done by the students?
b) And what percentage is done by the video?
8. What percentage of the language in the video materials do you generally expect your
students to understand?
a) How much of it do you think the students really do understand?
b) What types of materials are they more likely to understand?
c) How do you adjust your teaching to match your expectations in this mean?
9. Do you need to prepare for the lesson before going to the class?
a) Approximately how much time do you spend for preparation each week?
b) How do you prepare yourself for the class? [watch the video in advance, prepare any
exercise, bring in supporting materials, etc]
10.  Do you find your own teaching effective in video classes? In what ways do you





The aim of this study is to discover the perceptions of teachers about the benefits of
the video classes at Osmangazi University Foreign Languages Department. In order to collect
data, I will ask you to be interviewed and answer questions about your perceptions of the
video classes in your department.
Your participation in the study may be a valuable contribution to Turkish EFL
teachers’ understanding about using video as a teaching tool in language teaching and
learning. Any information given to the researcher will be kept confidential and your name will
not be released. This study involves no risk to you. You are free to withdraw from the study at
any time if you wish to.
I would like to thank you for your participation in advance. If you have any questions,






Phone: 0 542 245 81 36
I have read and understood the information given above. I know that I am free to
withdraw from the study at any time. I hereby agree to participate in the study with the
understanding that the collected data will be published in a Master’s thesis.
Name:              __________________________________
Signature:        ___________________________________
Date:                ___________________________________
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Appendix D
(Example Page from the Transcriptions of Interviews)
R: OK, first of all thank you for coming.
C1: You’re welcome.
R: As you know my thesis subject is teachers’ perceptions about the benefits of the video
     classes in our department. My first question is a general question. What do you think about
     the role of video as a teaching tool in any language curriculum?
C1: The role of video, provides students with the language  environment and students can
understand better than er language is real and some people are really speaking are really using
it to communicate and it is therefore tool for language I think.
R: So do you think that video as a language tool, is it effective? Is it useful?
C1: It’s an audio visual material therefore that is useful of course.
R: And now the same question is for our specific situation. Do you think that yeah what do
you think of what do you think about  the role of video for our department? Is it effective?
C1: (....) effective we are talking about. I consider its effectiveness.
R: Or if you think that it is effective in (what ways)
C1:     (we have) we have three hours of video each week
with our students. We have three video hours.
R: Do you have three or two?
C1: Two oh this week this semester we have different, two hours and these are generally
related to the course book we are using, Cutting Edge and Cutting Edge videos, and quite
integrated, and therefore these are useful.
R: OK
C1: These are good chance of practice for the students.
R: And why do you think so? In what ways is it useful?
C1: As I said before, this (proof), this audio visual (proof) that some people are using the
language and students can see it and it I think improves the students’ motivation also.
R: OK
C1: And when we are using it, students find chance to practice the grammatical rules,
something that they are using in the classroom, they see it better, that is real, we can (....)
situations, and they can remember better, because we are using the both audio and, audio-
visual skills they are practicing therefore: and sometimes we are using
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Appendix E
(Teachers’ Responses to the Interview Questions in Paraphrased Form)
Research Questions 1-2. What are the perceptions of the teachers in OGU FLD about the
       benefits of video use in the current program?
       Do teachers at one level, as a group, perceive the materials to be
       more beneficial than do teachers at another level?
Q1. What do you think about the role of video as a teaching tool in a language curriculum?
d) As a teaching tool do you consider video effective or not effective?
e) [If yes] in what ways is it effective?
f) [If no] why do you think so?
[Could you please explain?]
C1: effective
- sts take grammar unconsciously
- sts get pronunciation of difficult words confusing for them, get the sound schwa
- real life, authentic life
C2: - very important
- visual material
C3: - useful
- provides sts with the language environment
- real language
- real communication
- it is an audio-visual material
C4: - important
- includes receptive skills
- sts can improve audio and visual skills
- it attracts more attention than the other skills (films, short stories, scenarios, the characters
on the video are attractive for sts)
C5: - should be effective
- we don’t have any native speakers in our department
- video is a kind of exposure to English
C6: - effective
- native speakers
- sts see the body movement of the people
- sts imitate the people in the video so, they learn more easily
Q2. What do you think about the role of video use in our current program?
c) Do you consider it an effective, beneficial tool or not? [If effective] In what ways ‘s ‘t effective?
[Could you please explain?]
d) [If not] In what ways it is not effective? [Could you please explain?]
C1: - effective
- sounds / pronunciation
- sts take grammar unconsciously and indirectly
- idiomatic usage of English (sts are interested in idiomatic expressions, when they catch
idioms, they ask the meaning)
problems/difficulties:
- sts don’t have any cultural background about the general life, Turkey, and the world.
   They don’t read. This makes it difficult for sts to understand the text in video.
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C2: - in general it is useful
- pronunciation
- intonation
but, it is not so effective:
- if we work a little harder, it will be more effective
- I am not efficient enough in video lessons because I have no train for using video in
teaching English
- Sts get the answers of the questions from each other in the breaks
C3: - effective
- good chance of practice for sts
- audio-visual
- people are using the language
- motivate sts
- find the chance to practice grammar rules
- sts remember better because sts use both audio and visual skills
- films are useful for practicing English
C4: - it can be improved
- video rooms are not well designed
- sts usually get easily distracted by other sts
- place is important
- design is important
- films are old
- engineering and business sts may expose to technical subjects
- laboratory situations may be created on the video for technical sts
- if videos can be selected from business, it may take sts’ atttention and may be helpful for
sts
      - it is effective but not effective as much as we wanted, it can be improved
- it is effective just because it attracts sts’ attention
- sts hear another accent
C5: - it is important
- motivating for sts (sts like it because it is a kind of relaxation for them in such an intensive
program
- native users of some phrases
- sts hear accents
C6: - Cutting  Edge is effective:
- video tapes covers the unit in the course book (vocabulary and grammar in the same
order)
- language is very clear and understandable
      - Atlas is also useful but not so effective as Cutting Edge
- American English (speakers speak too fast)
      - Movies are not useful at all
- Sts only watch but learn nothing
Q3. In what way do you think teaching video in this department has formed your opinion about the
effectiveness of video as a teaching tool?
b) [In case of negative feelings] Can you think of a curriculum format where video would
be effective?
C1: - most possibly would think in the same way in any teaching environment
- it is not due to the place where you are teaching
- it is necessary wherever you teach English language
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C2: - would think in the same way
- teaching with video is very effective
- video films, movies, documentaries, films about history, they are all very effective
problems
- we are not educated enough to use video effectively
- it is another branch like CALL, it requires training
C3: - believe in the effectiveness of the video everywhere
C4: - I would think the same
- preparatory schools are intensive so it sometimes boring for sts
- sts’s interests are different, when they are taught English all the time, they got bored
- when they go to video classes, they are more energetic and enthusiastic so it is easier to
learn anything on video
-  it is useful in any way
C5: - I don’t know
- may be thinking in different way somewhere full of native speakers, laboratories, libraries,
self access center, or computer opportunities
- internet is a really huge vast area especially in English teaching
C6: - would prefer using video everywhere
- sometimes sts need different things (video is motivating and enjoyable for sts because it is
different for them when they feel tired of main course
Q4. Do you think video contributes in any way to your students’ learning?
c) [If yes] Particularly for which skills are the video classes more effective for the improvement of
your students’ language proficiency? Can you rank them, for ex. listening, speaking, and so
on.?
d) [If no] Are there any language skills for which video can be used effectively?
C1: 1. listening (sts learn listening by listening)
       2. speaking
- sts get authentic spoken English
- sts can not get this from non-native teachers
       3. grammar (sts learn grammar unconsciously)
C2: 1. Pronunciation / intonation
       2. vocabulary
- how the natives use vocabulary
- sts use English-Turkish dictionaries so, they can not get the correct meaning from the
dictionary but they hear and see the words in the video
- sts use two senses so they learn easily
C3: - first speaking
- second listening
- third grammar
- for writing skills maybe
C4: - first listening
- listening is very important especially for elementary and pre-int  levels
- it is receptive skill
       - second note taking
- while sts are watching video, they have to take notes
- when sts go to their departments they have to take notes while they are listening to their
teachers. This must be improved
- sts are less guided for taking notes if teachers are not well-educated
- believe that I and the other teachers are insufficient to guide sts to take notes
       - real authentic English
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- native speakers are speaking real English
- sts see people’s pronunciation, intonation, and accent
       - memorization
- when sts are watching, they have to keep something in their minds, then they have to
write them
- vocabulary in daily English
- sts see how their background on English classes help their speaking, listening,
comprehension skills while they are watching video
C5: - first listening
- they hear vocabulary and phrases in natural context
- sts hear contractions, and tenses
- sts ask questions suc as “what did he say here”, why do we use in that way”
C6: - first listening and then speaking
- after watching video, sts talk about or discuss the situation
- they do the open-ended questions
- 
Q5. Do you think your students enjoy video classes?
c) What makes you think so?
d) What makes you think not?
C1: they are interested in
- sts have very good concentration (sts have to concentrate on video because of the
quizzes)
- sts are more interested in watching something rather than listening to the teacher
- he also himself find watching films enjoyable
C2: - sometimes yes
- sts are motivated (they watch carefully, take notes, answer questions)
- no problems with sts in video classes
- it is a different environment from the classroom
- sts like technological tools
C3: - sts enjoy video classes
- different environment (different from the classroom, carpets, tables on the walls)
- sts like tools such as tv, video, computer, cassette recorders, OHP
- it is like watching tv (sts feel relaxed and ready to learn there)
- sts become more excited, more enthusiastic
C4: - they like
- fill in the blank activities when the speakers speak slowly
- pre-watching activities
- when sts don’t have any quizzes, they like watching and they are more eager
- movies (especially if they have seen it before in Turkish)
       - they don’t like
- open-ended questions while watching video
- when speakers are too fast
- quizzes (if they get quizzes all the time, they get bored)
C5: - sts enjoy the video classes
- they don’t watch for a long time (sts watch 5 or 10-minute parts)
- there are really good pre-watch, during-watch, and post-watch activities
- topics are interesting
- it is colorful and interesting
C6: - sts generally like
- it is different from the classroom (sts like change)
- when sts can do the exercises, they like it because they feel self-confident
Q6. Do you think class size is important for the effectiveness of the video classes?
c) Could you please give some reasons for your opinion?
d) What do you think is the ideal class size for effective video classes?
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C1:      - 18-20 is the ideal number
- when there are 10-13 sts may get bored
- he has no problem with his 23 three sts
- for ex. 35 is too many
C2: - 20 is the ideal number
- no problem with 23 sts
- it is impossible with 50 sts
C3: - class size is important
- in crowded classes, there is more noise, so motivation could decrease
- 10-15 sts ideal size
C4: - important
- the other teachers and I have difficulties with 20 students (they are sitting too closely to
each other so they tend to look at each other’s papers during the quizzes so this distract
their attention and concentration)
- ideal class size is 10-15. (20 is ok if sts sit in lab design with ear phones and barriers not
to see each other)
C5: - important
- in a small size classroom, average sts have the opportunity to talk
- in crowded classes, sts have to work in pairs or groups, it is not easy to handle all the
groups
- 13 or 14 is the ideal size
C6: - class size is important
- if the tv is not big size back seats can not see and hear well (although teacher ups the
volume, sts have difficulty in following the video, so they lose attention
- 15-16 is the ideal size
Q7. Do you like teaching video classes at the moment?
c) What do you like most about the current video classes? [prompt question: can you think of at
least three things you like about them?]
d) What do you like least? [prompt question: can you think of at least three things you don't like
about ]
C1: - the things he likes
- it is not tiring (he usually sits on the chair, give instructions, ask questions, let sts watch
the film step by step
- he likes when sts are interested in (it good satisfaction for him)
       - things he doesn’t like
- problems with the evaluation sheets (questions are difficult for sts, minor things are asked,
sts may not catch the words wanted, so he doesn’t like evaluating quizzes)
- it is difficult to evaluate the open ended writing questions
- sts can not understand the movies (especially different accents such as Scottish)
C2: - things she likes
- different environment from the classroom
- materials are interesting and enjoyable
- conversations are not difficult for sts (in C.E)
- it is easy to work with students in video classes
- things she doesn’t like
- sts get the answers of the quizzes from each other in the break and they look at each
others’ papers as they sit closely so, she has difficulty in evaluating their papers
- sts don’t understand movies and Atlas (movies and Atlas are American English, C.E is
British)
- video is very challenging for sts at the beginning. It is strange and different thing for them.
Sts should be exposed to video before coming to university not only in English, in any
way, History, geography, etc)
C3: - things she likes
- sts are motivated and willing to learn
- sts improve their speaking and listening skills
- she knows everything will go alright before the class
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- teacher is motivated as the sts rae motivated
- sts expose to real communication between natives
- sts learn consciously and willingly
- after the class, teacher finds the opportunity to observe sts to see whether they use what
they learned in video classes
- she observe that sts use the structures and the vocab they learned in the video classes
- things she doesn’t like
- during the movies, sts are asked very few questions (so sts are too relaxed, don’t listen
sometimes, so sometimes movies are time consuming
- this may also advantage for sts at the same time because sts need to take their own
responsibility of learning
C4: - I like very much but not here
- classes are crowded, this makes me nervous and stressed because sts can not
concentrate on the video, they look at each other during the quizzes
- I would be eager and more enthusiastic if we had a laboratory
       - The things I like
- I have a chance to observe the sts, how they react to real authentic English
- Sts sometimes make connections to real life (they find the differences with real life
- Sts have outo-control
- I sometimes have the opportunity to take sts’s attention to specific vocabulary,
pronunciation, or grammar points that were not clear in the classroom. Sts see English is
not only Grammar or vocabulary
- It is also good chance for me to improve my listening and vocabulary
C5: - things she likes
- style of the book (before the lesson, she just check what to do, what else she can do)
- it is usually difficult to make the sts speak but they want to speak in video şessons ( if the
topic is interesting, sts ask questions, they are interested in the topic)
       - things she doesn’t like
- dealing with the equipment (she is not good at and skillful in dealing with machines)
C6: - things he likes
- sts participate in the lesson (repeat some phrases, make discussion after the lesson)
- when sts enjoy the lesson, teacher also enjoy
- sts generally do the filling in the blanks exercises correctly
- the things he doesn’t like
- sts are sometimes not motivated (teacher makes some preparations for the class but
when sts don’t participate, or not like, teacher also doesn’t like)
Q8. Do you think that the video materials you are using in your classes are appropriate for your current
students’ language level?
c) [If no] Why not? Why do you think so?
d) [If yes] In what ways it is appropriate for your students?
C1: - C.E. and Atlas are appropriate
- English is good enough to understand  and to catch vocabulary
       - Films are not appropriate
- They are difficult to understand
C2: - C.E is appropriate
- it is parallel to the course book
- sts generally understand the necessary parts
- no problems with C.E
- movies and Atlas are not appropriate
C3: - movies are not appropriate
- movies can be made use of better (questions can be prepared about the films but this
requires extra time, it is impossible for the teachers in this intensive program
       - C.E. is appropriate
- Grammar and vocabulary is coming in the same order
- Sts have the chance to practice what they learn in the main course
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C4: - Cutting Edge and Atlas are appropriate
- level is appropriate
- C.E is British English, Atlas is American so, sts see the differences between
pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar
       - Movies are not appropriate
- Sts have difficulties in understanding the speakers
C5: - C.E is appropriate
- but, it covers only every four units. If there was video material for each unit, it would be
more useful
- having difficulties with the movies ant the other materials (preparing activities is very
difficult for films)
- when sts don’t understand the movies, they are panicked and they try to get by looking
the visual compound rather than catching the phrases
- following a book is better than having only films or short documentaries
C6: - C.E. is appropriate
- films and Atlas is difficult (teacher have sometimes difficulty in understanding Atlas so, he
follows it from the script)
- films should be supplied with script
Q9. At what levels of language proficiency do you believe video to be most effective? Why?
C1: - intermediate level
- it started to be more effective at intermediate level
- no doubt that it should start at the beginning level but level of the film should be prepared
according to the level (for the first four weeks of the first term, there was a big gap with the
level of the sts and the films
C2: - elementary
- when sts expose video at beginning level, when they become upper or advanced level,
their pronunciation will be more native-like, they won’t forget vocab easily
- at beginner level, video should start from easy to difficult
C3: - at upper levels
- upper level sts can use the language better
- they want to practice what, how, when, where to use
- they are more conscious while they are learning so they learn better
C4: - at all levels
- at lower levels, it is useful for pronunciation, intonation, and note taking
- it may be more useful for lower levels because they need first receptive skills then they
transfer it to productive skills
- it may be easier for upper level sts to adapt and to comprehend video
- if they are ESP sts, topics and subjects should be selected from ESP
C5:  - it can be effective at all levels as long as you have the material
C6: - useful at all levels 8if you can supply the appropriate level)
Q10. Do you think that the current video materials are motivating for your students?
c) Which of the materials that you are using are motivating for the most students? In what ways?
d)  Which ones are not? Why not?
C1: - motivating
- topics and and subjects are interesting in C.E. and Atlas
- films are not
C2: - C.E. is motivating
- parallel to the course book
- topics are enjoyable
- she stops the film, ask questions
C3: - sts find the movies interesting
- they like watching films more then the other material
- when sts watch the course material all the time, they get bored and want to watch movies
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C4: - sometimes but not always
- if there is music, humor, etc, it is attractive
- sometimes they don’t like, it is up to the material
- it is more motivating than I
- when there are hot points, for ex, attractive girls or boys, it is attractive for them
- if video classes are just before or after the lunch, when they see for ex, a hamburger, or
cheese, they get easily feel something, it is attractive charming
- anything can call their attention
C5: - motivating
- topics are interesting (every sts has something to say)
- pre-activities are very guided
- lots of post-activities (reading, writing, speaking)
- sts are not bored
- teacher is not bored
C6: - motivating
- interesting topics
- covers the main course
- sts like watching something in English (some of them watch cable tv channels)
Research Questions 3-4. How do teachers think they use the video materials in video
       classes?
       How do the teachers connect what they are doing in the video
       classes to the main course?
Q1. What materials are you actually using in video classes?
C1: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
C2: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
C3: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
C4: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
C5: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
C6: Cutting Edge, Atlas, Movies
Q2. How are you using these materials?
c) What type of activities and techniques do you use during the video classes? I mean, pair or
group works, vocabulary exercises, writing, speaking, so on?
C1:      - warm-up (ask questions about the subject)
- start the video, sts watch the whole film for the first time watching without stopping
- give the questions
- makes explanations about the questions ( sometimes use Turkish because exposure to
native language in the video is important)
- start the film (if they need, they watch for the third or fourth time)
- he stops to get sts’s attention to some vocab and phrases (finds this very useful)
C2: pre-view questions
- present new vocab
- watch the video from start to end for general idea






- with movies a few comprehension or discussion questions
C3: - sts usually work individually
- vocabulary activities before and after watching
- fill in the blanks
- stop the video and ask questions (repetition, description, comprehension questions)
C4: - for films
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- if video office give any handout or guided work sheets, for ex. vocabulary, fill in the blanks,
etc, she does that
      - for C.E and Atlas
- before starting, she gives background knowledge
- ask pre-watching questions
- use sometimes English sometimes Turkish
- if there are unknown vocabulary, she asks sts and they discuss
- give instructions (for ex. in ten minutes, you will do this part, this questions, etc)
- if sts don't like the questions, she helps or doesn't force sts)
- ask sts to criticize the film
C5:      -     pre-watch, during-watch, and post-watch activities
- vocabulary, comprehension questions, fill in the blanks activities
- reading, writing, and speaking activities as post-watch activities
C6: - before watching, she teach vocab
- they sometimes talk about the title before watching
- sts watch whole the video for the first time
- then sts take the worksheets and read the questions or fill in the blanks exercises
- during the second time watching, they watch each part two times
- after completing the exercises, they watch the whole video again for the last time
- then they pass another activity, it may be a speaking activity
Q3. Do you use the materials at the same time or sequentially (one after onother)? Why?
C1: - at the same time
- video program is prepared by the office at the beginning of the term
- they choose the films (this is not problem)
C2: at the same time
C3: - at the same time
- audio-visual office checks what is done each week, they prepare exercises
- when there is something C.E can not support, they use Atlas
- they don’t use Atlas in the second term, only films and C.E. video cassettes
C4: - at the same time
C5: - at the same time
- there is C.E. video for every 4 units, it takes 1 or 2 weeks
- if there are suitable grammar points in Atlas, they include them for practice
- if there is nothing special, they use movies
- every level has different syllabus
- intermediate level has more appropriate material (the video material was not available for
elementary level at the beginning of the term so they had to use Atlas)
C6: - at the same time
- when sts watch the same material all the time, they get bored. They have to change it
Q4. Is there any connection between the different sets of kinds of materials you use?
a)   [If yes] What are the connections?
d) [If no] Do you make or create any connections between the materials?
C1: - doesn’t know but:
- very good connection between course book, work book, and video cassette
- not sure about the connection between C.E. and Atlas (but Atlas is more difficult than
C.E.)
C2: - no connection
- mostly study with C.E. sometimes movies but no connection
C3: - there is a connection between C.E. and atlas (they use Atlas to support C.E. if there are
important missing points and if they can fin them in Atlas, they use Atlas)
- there is no connection between the movies and C.E and Atlas
C4: - no connection between the materials
C5: - no connection between the three materials (if the topics are similar in C.E and atlas, they
don’t use Atlas. They are using Atlas to compensate the missing parts – especially
grammar points- in C.E.)
C6: - no connection between the three materials
Q5. Do you connect what you do in the video classes to the main courses?
c) [If yes] How?
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d) [If no] Does the curriculum include connections to the main course?
C1: - there is a very good connection between C.E and the main course
- no connection between the other materials and the main course
C2:      -    C.E is related to the course book
- Atlas is parallel (related grammar and vocab)
- movies are not related
C3:      -     C.E is using its own course book (Atlas is supporting C.E)
- no connection between the main course and the movies (when she sees something
related while watching the film, something related to that week’s subjects, she stops the
video and gets sts’s attention
C4:      -    there may be connections with C.E (video includes the new vocabulary,
      grammatical points, and speaking functions in the main course)
- generally no connection between Atlas and movies and the main course (movies may be
connected sometimes in terms of speaking subjects or grammar points)
C5: - yes, time to time
- C.E is doing the connection itself (language and vocabulary are parallel to the course
book)
- To connect movies, she asks questions or tries to create context related (for ex. when they
learned how to write a plot of a film, she made the sts write the plot)
C6: -C.E. is connected but the others not (he has never noticed any connection between the
         main course and the other materials)
Q6. Do you find all of the types of materials you use (I mean Cutting Edge, Atlas, or film cassettes)
equally effective, or do you think some of them are more effective than others? Why?
[If necessary, add] Do you see any evidence of improved language use?
C1: - C.E. is the most effective
- level of the language is appropriate
- language is clear
- Atlas is more difficult than C.E.
      - Movies are not effective
- They should be omitted in the curriculum
- Sts enjoy movies but they don’t learn anything (only good sts catch some phrases)
C2: - C.E. is the most effective
C3: - C.E is more effective
- it is related to the modules in the main course book
- it supports the real life parts in the course book
- sts practice what they learn in the main course
- Atlas and movies are less effective than C.E
C4: - not equally effective
- C.E is more effective (films are captioned so, sts can both see and read, Turkish sts are
usually audio-visual that’s why maybe it is more useful
- Movies also should be captioned (teachers here don’t care the captions)
- Captions may be especially useful for elementary and pre-int students but not for
advanced sts
- Sts sometimes like American English because movies are American (when sts don’t like
the subject of the movie, it is not useful)
C5:      -     C.E is more effective than the others
- sometimes watching films is also enjoyable for sts (when sts catch some phrases or ideas,
they feel happy and motivated)
C6: - C.E. is the most useful then Atlas, then the films
Q7. Can you estimate what percentage of class time talking in video lessons is done by the
teacher?
c) What percentage is done by the students?
d) And what percentage is done by the video?
C1:      -     %70 by the video
- %20 by the teacher
- %10 by the sts
C2: - 60% video, 20 % sts, 20% teacher
C3: - %50 by the teacher, %40-45 by the sts, the rest is by the video
C4: - it changes from class to class
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- this year sts are willing to talk (although they tend to speak in Turkish sometimes but it
doesn’t matter)
- usually %10 by the video, %30 by the sts, %60 by the teacher
C5: - %20 by the video, %60 by the sts, the rest is by the teacher
- it changes or depends on sts’s mood
- she usually tries to make sts speak
C6: - mostly video, then sts and teacher equally
Q8. What percentage of the language in the video materials do you generally expect your
students to understand?
d) How much of it do you think the students really do understand?
e) What types of materials are they more likely to understand?
f) How do you adjust your teaching to match your expectations in this mean?
C1:       -    sts can understand %50 of the questions (sts can understand questions only after
                  teacher explained)
- sts understand all the things in C.E. video cassette
- sts get nothing from the movies
C2: - expects sts to understand 80% (it comes true for C.E. and Atlas)
- 60-70% of the films but not 90%
C3:     -     she tells the sts not to try to understand everything because when sts can not
     understand everything, they are panicked
- she expects %70 (it usually comes true)
- sometimes %60 (when sts don’t understand, she asks further questions or make
explanations)
C4: - I have no chance to see the video material in advance
- she has some ideas about the cassettes but she has no expectations before the class
- sts sometimes understand %30-40 or sometimes %60
C5: - she has no such expectation
- her aim is not to understand all the video
- they have different types of activities
- sts understand only %20 for the first watching 3 or 4 times, they understand most of the
text
- sts usually understand %50
C6: - he hasn’t calculated (but sometimes guesses which parts sts can not understand)
- it depends on the video
- sts usually understand %90 of C.E, %55 or 60 of Atlas, and %30 of the movies
Q9. Do you need to prepare for the lesson before going to the class?
c) Approximately how much time do you spend for preparation each week?
d) How do you prepare yourself for the class? [watch the video in advance, prepare any
exercise, bring in supporting materials, etc]
C1: - 15 minute spend for preparation
- look at the vocab
- read the script once or twice
C2: - spends half an hour
- read video script
- learn the topic
- look at the exercises to check whether there are any mistakes or missing parts
- not prepare any extra material
C3: - spends about 20 minutes
- watch the video
- go over the exercises (to see which would be better for sts, which parts to emphasize)
C4: - spends half an hour
- ask questions to the other teachers about the films
- look at the script
- try to catch some key words
- try to create scenario for warm-up questions
 C5: - spends half an hour or 40 minute
- it changes according to the topic
- when it is possible, she can add extra related activities
- look at the vocabulary
- paraphrase some parts
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- prepare reading activities as post-watching
C6: - 15-20 minutes spends
- watch the video
- prepare some questions (sometimes questions in the sheets are not motivating or useful)
- prepare warm-up questions
- decide where to stop video, where to rewatch
Q10. Do you find your own teaching effective in video classes? In what ways do you
find yourself effective or ineffective?
C1: - not effective
- questions are not appropriate in the sheets (sts can not understand)
- he has to explain the questions, this is not a good way of teaching but there is nothing else
to do
- sts are not much talented (he has to do lots of things for them)
C2: - effective for this kind of material
- sts attend the class and participate
- sts are motivated
C3: - try to be effective
- sts are having two cultures (she is a bridge to make connections. When sts don’t
understand the situations in the films, teacher helps them to understand
C4: - effective but not sufficiently (it requires different skills and training)
C5: - don’t know exactly but thins effective
- she needs a little experience
- she is trying to talk to them as much as possible
- she is not trying to discourage the sts when they make mistakes
- sts get relaxed and willing to join the class
C6: - not much effective
- sts sometimes don’t want to learn
- sts don’t remember what they learn in video classes when teacher asks the other day
- he sometimes change the way he teach
- he believes that he need professional workshop
- AVP office showed him only how to start the video and told him to do whatever he likes
